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Abstract: In accordance with the ratification of the Water Resource Law, which was established after Law Number 7 of 2004 is canceled by the Constitutional Court in 2015, water has now becoming fully controlled by the state through the Law no. 17/2019 concerning Water Resource Law. The identification of emerging interests on who would advantage from the use of water are not only coming from the communities but also from the various stakeholders. The method used in this journal is theoretical qualitative as basis for discussion and analysis. The purpose of this journal is to examine thoroughly the part of the policy which addressing water compliance, water security with an increasing threat on water crimes and water conflicts and involving stakeholders in enforcing the sustainability of water management upon the enactment of the latest Water Resource law.

INTRODUCTION

Water is an abundant natural resource found in the earth's surface. It is a very important natural resource requires by each form of living creatures. For humans itself, the need for water is absolute because most of the substances that make up the human body consist of water, and life can sustain due to the availability of sufficient water. According to Index Mundi, Indonesia ranks number 7 in renewable internal freshwater resources as totaling 2,019 billion cubic meters after Colombia and China. This includes consideration of internal river flows and groundwater from rainfall (AQUASTAT, 2020; IndexMundi, 2020). The utilization of water resources in Indonesia is still believed not evenly distributed to this date. Seasonal variations and spatial imbalances could also contribute to the water resource availability in Indonesia.

In the rainy season, some parts of Indonesia are experiencing enormous abundance of water which results in floods and other damage while dry season causes water shortages and
drought resulting in disaster in some areas. Another fundamental problem is the limited numbers of water that can be explored and consumed, while Indonesia's growing population causes some drastic demands for water makes water quality problems increasingly narrowing the alternative for water sources that can be harnessed by the community (Samekto & Winata, 2010). It could give possibilities that Indonesia is at risk of being threatened by expanding water crisis near in the future. As an addition, the long-term pandemic of COVID-19 could have worsened the people's need on water as water plays important role in preserving hygienes. In 2025, International Water Institute reported that Java and other islands of Indonesia are facing the risk as water crisis regions due to the classical reason that high number of population is the main cause of the watersupply deficit. The land conversion from agricultural function and forest to other forms of industrial uses has been increasing, causing the water resource subsided.

In average, there are about 50,000 hectares of agricultural lands converted into non-agricultural lands yearly and degradation of watershed area has been increasing from year to year as the changes in land-use from agriculture to non-agriculture causing the shrinkage of forestry area for its intensity on land utilization and the decrease in soil and water conservation (Kardono, 2018). This creates conditions that intensively increase degradation resulting in the natural disasters such as flood, drought, pollution, eutrophication and sedimentation (Kardono, 2018).

The clean water provision in Indonesia has always been referred to The 1945 Constitution of The Republic of Indonesia, Article 33 Paragraph (3) which reads "The earth, water and its natural resources contained therein are controlled by the state and used for the greatest prosperity of the people". This constitution is perceived as a social contract between the government and its citizens. This is further emphasized in Law No. 23 of 2014 concerning Regional Government, with the fulfillment of clean water for the community is one of the responsibilities of the government and regional governments as part of public services that they must do. The provision of clean water in Indonesia, in terms of quantity, quality, and continuity could have caused a clean water crisis which may lead to social conflict, if the supply of clean water does not grow in balance with the growth of population.

One of the programs established by the Central Government in the provision of clean water is the National Program for Water Supply and Community Based Sanitation or PAMSIMAS (Program Nasional Penyediaan Air Minum dan Sanitasi Berbasis Masyarakat) due to the government still see problems where some part of rural areas are not being facilitated or gotten advantage from having clean water supplies. On PAMSIMAS program, the central government plays role in selecting the region or city that will participate in the program, and district government will select targeted villages with the establishment of PAMSIMAS program. The PAMSIMAS budget is taken from the national state budget (APBN), region state budget (APBD), and with particular program assistance from external organization (e.g. World Bank and/or AUSaid, as well as community participation funds).

MK Decree (Constitutional Court Decree) No. 85 / PUU-XI / 2013 on February 18, 2015 has canceled Law No. 7 of 2004 concerning Water Resources, and re-enacting Law No. 11 of 1974 concerning Irrigation. Then the ratification of Water Resource Law number 17 of 2019 has completely revoked Law No. 11/1974 and declared invalid. The Law No. 17/2019 is overall to address state control and people's right on water, water resource management, permit, water resource's information system, empowerment and supervision, funding, civil society participation and investigation on criminal wrong-doings. In an increasing risk on water security, water resources need to be managed in a-way that every aspect is fulfilled for social, environmental and economic functions in harmony through synergy creation and integration between regions, sectors and generations to meet the people's demand for water. This law also explains how the existence of water as a source of community life, naturally, is dynamic and flows to a lower place without recognizing administrative boundaries.

The arrangement of authority and responsibilities for the Management of Water Resources by the Central Government, provincial governments, and district/city governments is based on the existence of the river basin. To achieve the integration of Water Resources management, a common reference for stakeholders in a river area needs to be drawn up in the form of Water
Resources Management Patterns with the principle of integration between Surface Water and Groundwater, including the ones who would be responsible to safeguard water security from criminal wrong-doings.

This writing hopes to show the importance of presenting non-technical approaches in technically oriented water provision implementation, where conflicts about stakeholders deviating interest are less clear, but rather the objective of this journal is to examine thoroughly on the parts of the policy which address water compliance, water security and involving stakeholders in enforcing the law on the sustainability of water management upon the enactment of the latest Water Resource law.

A comprehensive conceptual framework which would allow analyzing the properties and the dynamics of complex water management and governance systems to develop appropriate strategies is lacking (Pahl-Wostl et al., 2010). Many problems in water management are more associated with governance failures than with the resource base (Pahl-Wostl, 2015). Developments in water management over the last few decades have seen changes in the role of three major social agents: government, market/economy (production, consumption), and civil society/community (individual citizens and organized groups outside of government and market, i.e. public voice) (Pahl-Wostl, 2015, Chapter 2).

Pahl-Wostl is also listing trends in water policy over the last few decades from the year of 60s and 70s, where water policy was characterized with a strong role played by central government and central regulation, with hierarchical top-down command and control approach. Throughout these eras, most economic activities contribute to water management problem. Civil society was not having much participation in the governance but government failures to deliver adequate water services and to address increasing water problems, making the civil society had powers in mobilizing protest and voicing lack of satisfaction, even though they are still not a major player in shaping policy. In the late 80s and 90s, the principles of subsidiarity, decentralization and privatization, and the market became a key instrument for water management, termed with a call on urban water supply and sanitation, while in the late 90s and 2000s, there was an upsurge in participatory approaches, where central roles were delegated to community groups and water user associations, a shift that was similar to irrigation management.

**Indonesian Water Policy Brief Analysis**

Policy analysis provides information, evaluations, advice and advocacy for policy makers and is usually part of a naturalist or 'scientific' or positivist social science (Rhodes, 2018, Chapter 1). Analysis means deconstructing an object of study—that is, breaking it down into its basic elements to understand it better, and policy analysis is the examination of components of public policy, the policy process, or both, or in another way, it is the study of the causes and consequences of policy decisions (Kraft & Furlong, 2018).

The Constitutional Court on February 18, 2015 has read out the case verdict Number 85/PUU-XI/2013, annulling all contents in Law Number 7 of 2004 on Water Resources. The Court also ruled that Law No. 11 of 1974 on irrigation will apply. Meanwhile, the ratification process of the 2019 Water Resouce Law was considered to be carried out in a rush and did not accommodate criticism of the formal process of the formation of legislation and did not substantially show the State's partiality towards the obligation to fulfill the people's right to water.

WALHI Institute, an environmental non-state actor organization, compared the latest Water Resouces Bill with Law Number 7 of 2004 concerning Water Resource which was overturned by the Constitutional Court in February 2015, and see that the law is only covers the interests of the people, but in substance it contains the continuity of investment in water resources that has destroyed the fulfillment of people's rights to water (Kumparan, 2019). The organization formulated 11 criticims including preparing for legal action to prevent the impact of the Act which is considered detrimental to the community. The legal steps are taken to anticipate the loss of the environment and people after the bill is enacted and recorded in the state gazette:
1. The formulation of norms for the recognition and protection of Masyarakat Hukum Adat/MHA in Article 9 paragraph (3) is determined through a Regional Regulation. This regulation certainly does not learn from the factual conditions and the Constitutional Court’s instructions which emphasize that "the inauguration of the customary law community must be interpreted as not constitutive, but declarative." Thus, the formulation should be regulated alternatively with due regard to factual conditions through the statement of a particular agency or through regional regulations or the decision of the regional head.

2. There is no clear and firm supervision mechanism. Article 56 paragraph (3) instead determines that supervision will be regulated further through a Government Regulation. It is clear that the oversight authority is more specific between ministries/institutions and the Regional Government.

3. The formulation of water conservation is still conservatory and refers to laws and regulations that do not accommodate the interests of local communities or indigenous peoples communally, the approach is still individual so that the potential for multiple interpretations and prone to be misused for criminalization (the arrangements can be considered in Article 24 to 27);

4. Institutionally, the Draft Bill does not specify specific Ministries/Agencies as leaders in the operationalization of management and other urgent matters related to natural resources. So there is a potential overlapping authority across Ministries/Agencies;

5. The permit on water resource utilization is treated equal to the licensing for establishing business in general, not having special permit on water business. Even the formulation limits people's innovations in water management, the potential for criminalization increases, especially for people who have not yet received government facilities (Article 44 and 45; Article 69);

6. Private doors and / or public private partnership schemes are opened, and formulation of licensing gives priorities for BUMN, BUMD and BUMDes. Any submission of further arrangements through Government Regulations has the potential to open up the opportunity for privatization of resources veiled water

7. Reducing affirmative action, by including conservation fees as part of the BJPSDA (Water Resources Management Service Fee).

8. Does not formulate the state supervision scheme and model in detail. Furthermore, the law does not regulate the provisions for evaluating existing licenses, whether it is still worth maintaining or not;

9. Formulation of people's participation and people's veto rights to permit the use of natural resources for water business needs are in an ambiguous manner. Participation in the management of water resources is only in the form of delivering aspirations, giving responses, without the right of rejection (Article 63 paragraph 3). Furthermore, the rejection of the permit is only given for private activities, not for licenses obtained by BUMN, BUMD and BUMDes. Furthermore, clarification of Article 51 redefines the word agreement by interpreting it as a result of the meeting without affirming the meaning of the agreement is to allow or not to permit in the community location. The rejection of private licensing has also been reduced by interpreting stakeholders as representatives of community groups, so that they are prone to being broadly interpreted and manipulated;

10. The law is only relying on the enforcement through criminal legal instruments, but does not explicitly regulate the resolution of disputes or violations of the law in detail in the civil scheme. No strict accountability scheme is formulated. In fact, there is almost no administrative law enforcement and supervision scheme formulated in the Bill (which has been changed into the Law). The formulation of criminal provisions is also prone to be used to criminalize the people;

11. Transitional provisions and closing provisions of this approved bill legalize the continuity of existing permits and privatization. The validity of the permits that existed before the bill was passed, but did not give orders to make adjustments to the new law.
Although Indonesia has an average surface water availability that is relatively large by up to 25 times the world average, it does not mean that Indonesia has abundance of water which can be accessed by Indonesian societies (Pasandaran, 2015). The problem of drought that causes hunger and death on a large scale becomes a triggering factor for building reliable water resources management capabilities, as well as lack of strategy to improve people’s welfare.

Seeing the role of private sectors in water management, water exploitation must be maintained in restrictions as part of effort to sustain water availability for the life of the nation as similar to the consideration of Constitutional Court upon cancelling Water Resource Law year 2004: (1) exploitation of water must not interfere, exclude, or even negate people’s rights; (2) the state must fulfill the people’s right to water, bearing in mind that people’s access to water is a separate human right; (3) environmental preservation, because human rights must be safeguarded in the view of 1945 Constitution stating that, “everyone has the right to live physically and mentally well, live, and get a good and healthy environment and the right to health services”; (4) state supervision and control over water is absolute; and (5) the top priority given for exploitation of water is State-Owned Enterprises or Regional-Owned Enterprises. However, it is still possible for the Government to give permission to private businesses to operate on water by paying attention to the above restrictions (Pasandaran, 2015).

The Policy Process Model

The policy process model postulates a logical sequence of activities affecting the development of public policy which depicts the policymaking process and the broad relationships among policy actors within each stage of it, and the model can also be helpful to understand the flow of events and decisions in different cultures and institutional settings; in other words, the concepts and language are general enough to fit any political system and its policy processes (Kraft & Furlong, 2018).

The policy process model can be set in six distinct stages refering to initial Lasswell model. The term policy cycle can be used to make clear whether the process is cyclical or continuous, rather than a onetime set of actions. A top-down listing of each stage could be presented as a series of stages linked in a circle, because no policy decision or solution is ever final. Changing conditions, new information, formal evaluations, and shifting opinions often stimulate reconsideration and revision of established policies. Policies might be formulated before they are high on the political agenda, or it may be impossible to differentiate policy formulation from legitimation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table.1 The Policy Process Models – Illustration is provided by the author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stage of The Process</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agenda setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy formulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 (Continued) The Policy Process Models – Illustration is provided by the author

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage of The Process</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Illustration from Indonesian Perspectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Policy legitimation</td>
<td>The mobilization of political support and formal enactment of policies. Includes justification or rationales for the policy action</td>
<td>The provisions of the prosecution of illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing (IUUF) in international law and the legitimacy of the policy action undertaken IUUF Indonesia in the perspective of international law.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy implementation</td>
<td>Provision of institutional resources for putting the programs into effect within a bureaucracy.</td>
<td>Failing implementation of Government Law number 74 year 2014 embodies in the switchover of privately owned angkot (public transportation) become legal entity as public transportation in Surabaya, Indonesia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy and program evaluation</td>
<td>Measurement and assessment of policy and program effects, including success or failure.</td>
<td>Efforts to measure the effectiveness of monetary policy, such as interest rate issued by Bank of Indonesia that set results from loosening liquidity by lowering the benchmark interest rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy change</td>
<td>Modification of policy goals and means in light of new information or shifting political environment.</td>
<td>New Indonesian national security, airport security, and travel security reforms are adopted following the COVID-19 Pandemic, and subsequent changes were made in these areas such as following the health protocol and rapid/PCR testing to conduct domestic travel with an airplane and others.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Monitoring Policy Outcomes

Policy monitoring investigates relations between policy-program operations and their observed outcomes and becomes the primary sources of information about the success of efforts to implement policies (Dunn, 2014). According to Dunn, monitoring performs several functions including compliance, auditing, accounting, and explanation.

1. **Compliance.** Monitoring helps determine whether the actions of program managers are in compliance with norms, values, and standards mandated by legislatures, regulatory agencies, and professional associations. For example, the Environmental Protection Agency’s Continuous Air Monitoring Program (CAMP) produces information about pollution levels to determine whether industries are complying with federal air quality standards.

2. **Auditing.** Monitoring helps discover whether resources and services intended for target groups and beneficiaries actually reach them, for example, recipients of social services or municipalities that qualify for federal and state grants. By monitoring federal revenue sharing, we can determine the extent to which funds are reaching local governments.

3. **Accounting.** Monitoring produces information that is helpful in accounting for social and economic changes that follow the implementation of policies. For example, the World Bank, the European Union, the United Nations, the United States, and other national and international bodies employ social and economic indicators to monitor changes in quality of life and well-being as measured by indicators such as average education, percentage of the population living below the poverty line, and average annual paid vacations.

4. **Explanation.** Monitoring also yields information that helps explain why the outcomes of public policies and programs differ. Whereas social indicators represent reasoning
based on signs or symptoms, field experiments are designed to investigate whether policy-related and extra-policy factors are causally relevant to policy outcomes. The Campbell Collaboration, which has spread to more than 40 countries, is an archive of field experiments in education, labor, criminal justice, housing, social work, and other areas.

**Policy Actions and Outcomes**

Types of policy actions and policy outcomes are inputs, processes, outputs and impacts in three issues areas, which is criminal justice, municipal services and social welfare (Dunn, 2014). Policy outcomes are monitored because they are believed to enhance the satisfaction of some need; value, or opportunity—that is, outcomes are seen as ways to resolve a policy problem. At the same time, some policy outcomes are monitored because they may inhibit the satisfaction of some need, value, or opportunity (Sheldon & Freeman, 1970). Many agencies regularly monitor policy outcomes and impacts by employing policy indicators in areas of health, education, housing, welfare, crime, and science and technology (MacRae, Duncan, 1986). Monitoring helps assess degrees of compliance, discover unintended consequences of policies and programs, identify implementation obstacles and constraints, and promote administrative accountability (Dunn, 2014).

**Criminal Provisions of Law No. 17 year 2019 on Water Resource**

Water Resource Law no. 17 year 2019 has two penalty provisions which are divided into crimes committed intentionally and crimes committed due to negligence. There are three provisions prevail upon the committed crimes are done on purpose. First, Article 68 of the Law states that everyone must not intentionally: a. Carry out activities that result in a disruption of the condition of the watershed, the damage to water sources and infrastructure, and/or water pollution; b. Conduct activities that cause water damage. Second, Article 69 states the type of criminal offense for anyone who intentionally: a. interfere with water conservation efforts; b. use water resources that cause damage to water sources and the environment or the surrounding public infrastructure; c. make use of Water Resources in the area of nature reserves and nature conservation areas; or d. conduct activities that cause damage to the infrastructure of water resources. Third, the provision of Article 70 states that anyone who intentionally: a. conduct construction and non-construction activities at water sources without obtaining permission from the Central Government or Regional Government; b. renting out or transferring part or all of the Permit to use Water Resources for non-business needs and permission to use Water Resources for business needs; or c. use water resources for business needs without permission.

Meanwhile, criminal acts that occur due to negligence include: First, Article 71 states the prohibition for anyone whom their negligence due to: a. carry out activities that result in disruption of the condition of the watershed, infrastructure, and / or water pollution as referred to in Article 24; or b. carry out activities that result in the occurrence of water damage as referred to in Article 36. Second, Article 72 states the prohibition for everyone whom their negligence due to: a. interfere with water conservation efforts; b. use water resources that cause damage to water sources and the environment or the surrounding public infrastructure; c. make use of Water Resources in the area of nature reserves and nature conservation areas; or d. conduct activities that cause damage to the infrastructure of water resources. Third, the provisions of Article 73 confirm that everyone whom their negligence due to: a. carry out construction and non-construction activities at water sources without permission from the Central Government or Regional Government as referred to in Article 3 paragraph (3); or b. conduct the use of Water Resources for business needs without a permit as referred to in Article 46 paragraph (2), could be sentenced to a maximum imprisonment of three months and a maximum of six years and a fine of at least Rp. 300 million and a maximum of Rp. 1 billion.

In addition, Chapter 13 of the law article 67 regulates Investigation stating that:

1. Police officers of the Republic of Indonesia act as investigators but other than that, certain civil servant officials within government agencies whose scope of duties and responsibilities in the field of Water Resources are authorized as investigators as
referred to in the Criminal Procedure Code to conduct investigations of Water Resources criminal offenses.

2. The civil service investigating official as referred to in paragraph (1) is authorized to:
   - Conduct an examination of the truth of a report or information regarding a criminal act of water resources;
   - Conduct examination of persons or business entities suspected of committing criminal acts in water resources;
   - Summon people to be heard and examined as witnesses or suspects in water resources crime cases;
   - Conduct an examination of Water Resources Infrastructure and stop equipment suspected of being used to commit a crime;
   - Make arrests, detention and search;
   - Sealing and / or confiscating tools for activities used to carry out criminal acts as evidence;
   - Ask for expert assistance in the context of carrying out the task of investigating Water Resources criminal offenses;
   - Make and sign the minutes and send them to the investigators of the Indonesian National Police; and/or
   - Stop the investigation if there is not enough evidence or the event is not a criminal offense.

3. The civil service investigating officials as referred to in paragraph (2) notifies the commencement of the investigation to the investigator of the Republic of Indonesia National Police.

4. The civil service investigating officials as referred to in paragraph (2) submits the results of the investigation to the public prosecutor through the investigator of the Indonesian National Police in accordance with the Criminal Procedure Code.

5. The civil service investigation officials in exercising their authority as referred to in paragraph (2) is under the coordination and supervision of the investigators of the Indonesian National Police in accordance with the Criminal Procedure Code.

**Stakeholder Analysis**

Stakeholder analysis is added in this paper to assess who will likely to involve in the process of supervision and law enforcement after policy outcomes are seen through the policy implementation. We will see how actors, representing different levels of government, communities and water industries integrated into this process. The question is: who plays an important role, what interests are represented, and how are the affected actors represented? Traditionally, such questions could have been addressed through one of the methods taken for stakeholder analysis.

Freeman's definition of stakeholder means that any group of individual who can affect or is affected by the achievement of the organization's objectives (Freeman, 2015). Some types of entities which might include as stakeholders are persons, groups, neighborhoods, organizations, institutions, societies, and even the natural environment are generally thought to qualify as actual or potential stakeholders, because the view taken about the existence and nature of the stake that presents an area of argument, is upon the basis of "stake" that "what counts" is ultimately decided (Mitchell et al., 1997). Mitchell, Agle and Wood (1997) offered a theory of stakeholder identification and salience that suggests managers' perceptions having three key stakeholder attributes—power, legitimacy, and urgency— which affect stakeholder salience—the degree to which managers give priority to competing stakeholder claims.

There is no individual organization theory offers systematic answers to questions about stakeholder identification and experience, although most such theories tell us much about the role of power or legitimacy (but not both) in stakeholder and manager relations. Using these three attributes, Mitchell, Agle and Wood (1997) developed a stakeholder classification with three qualitative stakeholder classes. Low class is identified by ownership or is associated with only one if attribute and it is called latent stakeholder. What is quite prominent among the
stakeholder classes is identified by their ownership or ownership attributes of the two attributes and it is called prospective stakeholders. A very prominent class is identified by ownership of all the attributes and it is called the definitive stakeholder.

**RESEARCH METHOD**

The research method used in this journal is theoretical qualitative by sticking to data and using certain theories as a basis for data collection and data analysis. This is conducted in order to formulate results based on the given theory. This method provides a certain insight to strengthen the concept and understanding of water resources security.

**ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION**

Although the 2019 water resource law is still fairly new, there are not many literatures which discuss the implementation of this new Water Resource policy in various regions. Many articles and journals before the new law took place, discuss about water resource by referring to the Law no. 7 year 2004, Law no. 11 year 1974 and President Decree no. 42 year 2008 on Sustainable Management of Water Resources.

Continuous water resource management research conducted at Sorong City, Papua, Indonesia where they studied on Integrated Water Resource Management program, Agroconservation development, River Restoration, disaster mitigation assessment using Flood Spatial Analysis and Physiography Characteristic and Wastewater Treatment Technologies. Problems are the decline in the quality and quantity of water resources in Sorong City that is caused by several factors, including: 1. Pollution/sedimentation of rivers in Sorong City, especially Remu River; 2. Damage to the forest/vegetation protective area from the water sources of the rivers in the City of Sorong, especially the Remu River; 3. Increasing activity of opening and using agricultural land that causes changes in the function of the catchment area of the rivers in the City of Sorong especially the Remu River (Pristianto, 2018).

In the U.S, water mis-management in Michigan where the residents began complaining about the taste, odour and colour of the water, but to little avail, and for nearly 18 months, they drank and bathed with improperly treated water that coursed through ageing pipes and fixtures, releasing toxic lead at levels well above the EPA’s legal limit. Inequalities and injustice lie beneath this story of water contamination and water access in a city where nearly 60 percent of residents receive food stamps, where the median household income is 50 percent less than the state-wide figure and where 40 per cent of the residents live below the poverty line (Brisman et al., 2018).

In Bali, the implementation of Law No. 7/2004 on Water Resources has been intertwined with political economy of massive tourism development, including changes in water utilization dimensions from social, agriculture and environment functions with an emphasis on balance and harmony and toward economic functions with an emphasis on economic efficiency and added value. It showed that capitalist actors in water management and utilization for supporting the tourism sector have been expanding rapidly, induced water privatization and commercialization, which then causes water over exploitation, shortage in agricultural water, agricultural land conversion, declining the size of agricultural land and agricultural production, as well as farmers’ income; so the water privatization and commercialization also causes institutional changes in the forms of subak marginalization in spatial space, autonomy and social cohesion norms, governance, leadership, power and authority (Tarigan & Simatupang, 2016).

The overwhelming corpus of evidence suggests that privatizing previously state-owned and operated water facilities has resulted in increased costs and reduced quality to tax-paying consumers (Brisman et al., 2018). The commercial exploitation of scarcity will continue to see exorbitant profits for a small international membership of water barons at the social and economic expense of the millions of people living in increasingly water-stressed environments and the privatization of water has not increased access and reduced costs; it has achieved exactly the opposite (Brisman et al., 2018). The commodification of water has provided powerful corporate conglomerates with carte blanche (complete freedom) to exploit scarce water
resources for maximum commercial gain, whilst all the time trumpeting a mantra of efficiency, equity and effectiveness (Brisman et al., 2018).

Currently, the on-going review on the draft of OMNIBUS Law, specifically on the Work Copyright Bill (RUU Cipta Kerja) is set to eliminate the role of Regional Governments in Managing Natural Resources concerning article 12 to 17 of Law No. 17/2019 on Water Resource (Bahfein et al., 2020). This could have marked on a great scale of society's participation on the governance of water resource in each of their regions.

**Water Crimes**

Water crimes is emerging global issues where it includes diverse types of crimes ranging from the pilfering of water from pipelines, illegal waste management, water theft, river and marine pollution, manipulation of sampling methods to avoid treatment costs, fraud and illegal trafficking of water, terrorism and cyber-attacks on water management operations, illegal waste discharges from factories, and unauthorised consumption from the water network (Eman et al., 2017). The uneven distribution of water around the world has led to the situation in which water theft is on the rise and the re-conceptualisation of water as a tradable commodity has increased its prices and placed it in fields of interest given the potential profit for organised crime (Eman et al., 2017).

There are eight further insight of different crimes against water (Barclay & Bartel, 2015), namely: 1) water theft (including the pumping, impoundment or diversion of water from irrigation channels, river systems, dams or groundwater bores without a licence or in contravention of licence conditions that cause changes to flows and reduce water access to neighbouring farms, livestock and riparian zone management); 2) water contamination (industrial contamination, contamination due to depletion of underground and surface water sources, degradation of soil, contamination of surface and ground water through fertiliser/chemical or effluent run off from farm land, destruction of wildlife habitat, and reduction of biodiversity); 3) waterway diversion (referring to water theft through the illegal damming of waterways, filling of tankers and deep drilled water bores); 4) unauthorised taking of surface or ground water; 5) violation of water compliance and enforcement; 6) water-related corruption; 7) water-related terrorism; and 8) water-related consequences of other forms of illegal or unregulated activity (e.g. the impact of toxic chemicals and hazardous waste materials being swept up in flood waters and polluting freshwater systems, or the storage of legacy mining waste, stockpiling of tyres, repositories for chemical wastes and so on can be indirectly implicated in water-related crime insofar as how this occurs may violate relevant regulatory regimes and thus contribute to greater harm than might normally be expected).

These highlight the fact that it is very important for people who work in the law enforcement to have knowledge on the water crimes because the nature of the crime is hard to detect, investigate, prosecute and study. Previous case before the implementation of Law No. 17/2019 is in 2014, where the Jambi Regional Police examined a property businessman work on PT. GPSP Company as a suspect in the violation of Water Resources Law no. 7/2004 (before it was cancelled in 2015) for building a shop along the river flow of Jambi City. The suspect was threatened with 5 years sentence. In carrying out the construction of the shop on Selincah River, the suspect did not secure a technical permit from the Jambi Province Public Works Department (Hukumonline, 2014).

Other case in Lombok, Gili Trawangan, the director of the PT Berkat Air Laut Water Management Company was named as a suspect in the misuse of Water Business Rights (Hak Guna Usaha Air/ HGUA) threatened with a two-year prison sentence with five million rupiah fine. The case was occured in 2017 and the criminal threat that was applied in the case of HGUA abuse is referring to the Law No. 11/1974 concerning Law Irrigation. In its rules, HGUA should not be interpreted as granting rights to control water resources, rivers, lakes or swamps. Instead, HGUA becomes an instrument of control used by the government to determine water rations that can be taken by the private sector. Evidences found in the case are assets in the form of ground water drilling machines and company warehouses located in the center of Gili Trawangan (Law-justice.co, 2017).
**Water Conflict**

Limited access to water in a region that is known to have abundant water resource can trigger conflicts. Water has been used as a weapon and an instrument of war (White, 2002). The pressures on the need of clean water due to rapid population growth, widespread environmental degradation, increased consumption and climate change. This pressure makes it even more urgent to find solutions how to avoid the tension that occurs due to water problems. At present, water security threats have to do with conflict, migration and food insecurity. The Indonesian government itself is expected to be able to assess these risks, illustrate security and draft laws and to strictly monitor the implementation of water policy and being enforced at all cost.

Implementation of local government regulation on spatial planning in Pandeglang Regency faced many obstacles, such as conflict between residents and companies in the Village Cadasari, Pandeglang Regency in 2017 (Hakim et al., 2017). The water crisis is actually related to demand and availability. When demand for water is very large but water supply is low, scarcity occurs. Water resources’ consumers are divided into two, commercial users and non-commercial. Commercial water users are more expansive, ignoring the non-commercial communities that are traditionally more entitled (Rahardjanto, 2011). In this case, Pandeglang District Government failed to implement the spatial planning program because of its alignments with investors and their inconsistencies in implementing spatial policy. The exploitation of water resource was done by the companies using advance equipment and about 20 hectares of land set to be controlled by the companies with 8 water springs available around the villages in Pandeglang regency. All of these water springs have been used by the residents for decades for household (washing, bathing and drinking) and irrigation purposes.

**Analysis of Stakeholder Interests and Actors in Water Resources Crime and Conflict**

The first step to identify all the potential stakeholders and their interests; assess the likely impact of the project on each of these interests (positive, negative, unknown) and indicate the relative priority which the project should give to each stakeholder in meeting their interests (Overseas Development Administration, 1995). Participation matrix is developed to identify different stakeholders may wish to participate in different ways:

![Participation Matrix](image)

**Figure 1** Matrix classification of stakeholders according to relative influence and importance

*Source: (Grimble & Wellard, 1997)*

Group A might include ‘water mafia’, illegal private companies exploiting water resources, rioter or insurgent, separatists (in conflicting areas) and other criminals. Group B is in the form of local government in the village, sub-districts and regency areas, local and/or regional owned enterprises, local law enforcer including Indonesian National Army, Indonesian Police, National Intelligence Agency operated in the appointed regions, infrastructure builder, water suppliers, Water Utilities Organization, law firms and others. Group C is important stakeholders such as
customary leader even the local societies or people who inhabit their own areas where the water springs have naturally available. Their participations are needed to ensure that their villages are safely getting access to clean water. Group D is state auditors, Indonesian state finance and development surveillance committee civil investigators, the non-state actors such as Legal-Aid Institute, local non-government agencies or international agencies which could perform assistance in managing water resource or provides legal assistance for communities and others.

Other methodology developed in classification of stakeholders is to combine Mitchell et al. (1997) taxonomy which is latent stakeholders, expectant shareholders and definitive shareholders earned from the attributes of power, legitimation and urgency.

![Figure 2 Illustration of Stakeholder Typology: One, Two, or Three Attributes Present](image)

Latent stakeholders constitute to power and legitimacy. The attributes lie in the Dormant Stakeholders, Discretionary Stakeholders and Demanding Stakeholders combined; who can spend a lot of money or who can command attention of the news media. These are including scholars, academicians and internal management of the companies. Expectant stakeholders establish legitimacy and urgency, with attributes in Dominant Stakeholders, Demanding Stakeholders and Dangerous Stakeholders. Definitive stakeholders constitute to any expectant stakeholder who can become a definitive stakeholder by acquiring the missing attribute.

The appropriate degree of involvement for the definitive stakeholders is active involvement (co-operating/co-working), because these stakeholders have a lot of power, legitimacy, urgency and they are close to the catchment area; in other words, they are the most important stakeholders and they should be involved at the highest level (Paola Sabina Lupo Stanghellini, 2010). The appropriate degree of involvement of the expectant stakeholders is the second stage of involvement (co-thinking); it means that these stakeholders should be consulted in order to gain useful information and opinions and the appropriate level of involvement for the latent stakeholders is the third stage of involvement (co-knowing); in other words they should be kept informed (P S Lupo Stanghellini & Collentine, 2008).
Table 2 Illustration of stakeholder analysis represented in relate to the enforcement of water law and minimizing water conflict (analysis is represented by the author)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Involving stakeholders</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Legitimacy</th>
<th>Urgency</th>
<th>Proximity with the water source</th>
<th>High Scores</th>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Level of Involvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Local societies</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Expectant</td>
<td>Co-thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>State Government: Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resource</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>Definitive</td>
<td>Co-working</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>State Government: Ministry of Environment</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>Definitive</td>
<td>Co-working</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Regional Government Institution – Environmental Monitoring Agency</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Definitive</td>
<td>Active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Local Government of Provinces and top-down administratives including tourism institutions</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Definitive</td>
<td>Active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Law enforcer: police, military, civil investigator, Commission of Corruption Eradication</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>Definitive</td>
<td>Active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Association of agriculture and/or fisheries, breeders, etc.</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Latent</td>
<td>Information supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Non-government institutions, international NGO, UN, World Bank, USAID, AUSAID, etc.</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>Expectant</td>
<td>Consultation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Private water companies or private water management companies and local suppliers or big suppliers.</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Expectant</td>
<td>Information Supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>State-owned companies Water and Regionally- owned Water Institutions</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Expectant</td>
<td>Information Supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>DPR, DPRD, DPD (legislative)</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Latent</td>
<td>Co-knowing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>National Intelligence Organizations</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>Definitive</td>
<td>Active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Government Internal Auditors</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>Definitive</td>
<td>Active</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: (Lupo Stanghellini, 2007)

The implementation process of the stakeholder analysis methodology relating to the law enforcement can be performed by testing and running with a group of volunteers, but in this case, set of stakeholders presented by suppositions or theories. The list of stakeholders which can be found the sub-basin area consisted of government stakeholders, associations (farmers and fisheries associations, breeders, tourists, and environment) and common land administrations. The calculation presented here is an estimate with the average score for each attribute of each stakeholder.

The stakeholders divided into three groups: definitive stakeholders (level of involvement: active or co-working); expectant stakeholders (level of involvement: consultation or co-thinking), latent stakeholders (level of involvement: information supply or co-knowing) (P S Lupo Stanghellini & Collentine, 2008), with explanations as below:

Definitive stakeholders have three key attributes: power, interest (attention) and influence. Power is derived from 5 key sources: 1) relevant legal authority for decision-making and implementation, including rules and laws: 2) having up to date information to strive the interests of consumers; 3) having particular expertise in consumer protection based on not only the consumer law but also the consumer policy, planning and management; 4) take over the costs and resources to support the activities and 5) the ability to mobilize the masses to change the policy. Has Interest, which is interpreted as the degree on which stakeholders demand all the
attention in the policy process (Kismartini & Yusuf, 2015). State Government: Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resource and Ministry of Environment, Regional Government Institution – Environmental Monitoring Agency, Local Government of Provinces and top-down administratives including tourism institutions, Law enforcer: police, military, civil investigator, Commission of Corruption Erradication, National Intelligence Organizations and Government Internal Auditors have the power to carry out, investigate and executing any violation related to water crimes. In addition, these stakeholders have roles as mediators to minimize water conflicts between societies and companies.

Expectant stakeholders’ contributing attributes are influence, power and interest with 4 types of stakeholders involved; Dominant stakeholder, Dangerous stakeholder, Dependent stakeholder, Dormant stakeholder. Local societies, Non-government institutions, international NGO, UN, World Bank, USAID, AUSAID, Private water companies or private water management companies and State-owned companies and Regionally-owned companies could be the source of conflicts and crimes. Non-state actors’ influence could either be very dangerous or beneficial considering their involvement towards conflicts and crimes. Take for an example, the role of WALHI institute as an actor to protest on the establishment of the new Law towards crime potential or conflicts between societies.

Latent stakeholders have influence and interest attributes with discretionary and demanding stakeholders involved. Associations in the region from farmers, breeder, fisheries, and tourism to the environmental protection have influences and private interests toward water utilization in their region. They can vocalize local citizens concern from the mis-management of water resource and the legislatives could hear the associations that can be put into their agenda or drafting changes in water laws.

CONCLUSION

The Law No. 17/2019 on Water Resource is to address state control and people’s right on water, water resource management, permit, water resource’s information system, empowerment and supervision, funding, civil society participation and investigation on criminal wrong-doings. In an increasing risk of water security, water resources need to be managed in a way that every aspect is fulfilled for social, environmental and economic functions in harmony through synergy creation and integration between regions, sectors and generations to meet the people’s demand for water. Water Resource Law no. 17 year 2019 has two penalty provisions which are divided into crimes committed intentionally and crimes committed due to negligence. Water crimes is emerging global issues where it includes diverse types of crimes, while Limited access to water in a region that is known to have abundant water resource can trigger conflicts. Based on the building analysis on stakeholders and the water law policy, it presents several perspectives and tools on how to achieve changes it needed by the policy maker and Indonesian law enforcer to the policy violators. Many people in Indonesia have lack access to safe and adequate drinking water and bear in mind that water crimes can affect water quality, water scarcity and water insecurity.

Qualitative approaches in this writing provide insight into the optimum stakeholder identification and it shows that it can’t be delegated to engineers alone. Policy makers and implementing stakeholders need to create unconventional solutions at all levels and form a good coordination between others. Politicians will help to discuss on the regulation and media and the people will demand transparency and how their water is provided and managed. The government will also need the police, the civil investigators and state auditors to enforce justice towards water rights.
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